Power wheels remote kill switch

Santa brought a Power Wheels Jeep to my kids this Christmas. And of course, Christmas
morning, the first thing my daughter did was hop in and try to run of her brother. This proves to
be a giant pain. Luckily, the factory connectors are just 4-pin trailer connectors aka 4-wire trailer
connector. So these mods can be added in without cutting or modifying any of the existing
wires. The only non-reversible modifications are the 2 holes that need to be drilled. This is
needed for a couple of reasons. It allows you to easily disconnect the battery from the motor.
This is a great safety feature, especially for motorized toys and children. This also prevents the
motors from being run while the charger is on. You will only be using two wires of the 4-wire
trailer plug. I am using a rocker switch with an LED. In the stock configuration, you have to
unscrew two screws and disconnect the battery to charge it. With a pigtail added, you can plug
in a trickle charger without needing to go through that process. If left on too long, the stock
charger will burn up your battery. A trickle charger will completely charge the battery and
automatically decrease to a low power charger to maintain the battery's full charge without
overcharging it. If you are using the extension mentioned in the parts list, you will need to
double check which end to cut off. You should have all of the wiring finished. You have
essentially made a wiring harness. Plug your new harness into the car and test that everything
functions. How you use a latching push button SPDT? So that you can simply slap the button in
an emergency. By mrpesas Follow. More by the author:. Improve the charging process.
Process: You will only be using two wires of the 4-wire trailer plug. Step i: Make 3 pigtails for
the switch. If you are buying a new trickle charger, it should come with a pigtail. Test: You
should have all of the wiring finished. Start with the switch OFF and test for the correct polarity
on the trickle charger plug. If it's backwards, your multimeter will probably read V If you get no
voltage, you have the trickle charger running through the switch. Turn the switch ON. The LED
should light up. That would be entirely too big. I also considered running it to the dash, or even
the back of the car. The whole size is not as big of a concern for this, it just needs to be big
enough for the plug to fit through. Finish: You should be done. Use some zip ties or tape to
clean up the wiring and close the hood. Crack open a cold one and admire your work. Did you
make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. I love it, I'm totally going to do this
for my kid's wheels. Surprising this isn't standard. There are a lot of times when it is useful to
be able remotely turn something on or off. In this instance, my son has a small Power Wheels
car. I wanted to be able to remotely turn the car off if he drives too far away or in the wrong
direction. So I designed a simple remote kill switch. This lets me turn the car or anything else on
and off with a remote. As an extra safety feature, if the car goes outside the range of the remote,
it will automatically turn off. The first thing that you need to do is find a suitable radio
transmitter and receiver. You can use an RC car, an old pair of walkie talkies, a wireless
doorbell, or anything that you have lying around. The only requirement is that it needs to be
able to send and receive a constant signal. For example, a walkie talkie will continuously
transmit a signal as long as you are holding down the send button. For the best results, try to
find a transmitter and receiver that has a long range and doesn't pick up a lot of interference.
You need connect to the output of the receiver. In this case, I am using a walkie talkie and the
output is connected to a speaker. The output signal is a series of pulses that are sent to the
positive terminal of the speaker. The negative terminal of the speaker is connected to the
ground of the receiver. We need to connect to both of these wires. So I cut the wires going to
the speaker. Then I stripped the insulation off of the ends. Two series resistors 3. These
resistors may need to be changed to calibrate for your receiver. I am using an automotive relay
so that it will be able to switch high currents up to 40 amps. However larger relays like this also
require more current to activate. This transistor is used to turn the relay on and off. I added a
diode, a capacitor and a resistor to the input of the control circuit to help filter out noise and to
smooth out the pulses from the radio receiver. This prevents the control circuit from rapidly
turning on an off. When assembling the circuit, I first prototyped it on a breadboard. To test the
performance of the circuit, I connected an LED to the output. Once I was happy with how the
circuit was working, I soldered it onto a printed circuit board. The control circuit requires a
battery and the receiver requires a battery. If they use the same voltage, then you can just
connect them together in parallel. But if they require different voltages, then you either need two
batteries or you need to make an adapter for one of them. In this case, the receiver required 9
volts and the control circuit required 12 volts. So I used a voltage regulator circuit to bring the
12 volts of the control circuit battery down to 9 volts. This let me power them both with one
battery pack. I used an LM variable voltage regulator. Using a 1. Then I used a 9 volt battery
connector to connect it to the receiver. If your transmitter is activated by a momentary switch,
then you need to replace it with a latching switch. That way the transmitter will stay on without
you having to hold down the button. In this case, I am using the call button on a walkie talkie.
Locate the button. Then desolder the wires from the button. Next, solder a latching switch in its

place. I recommend using heat shrink tubing to insulate the connections. Now you need to cut a
slot in the side of the housing for the new switch. Hold the switch up to the side of the housing
and mark the two ends of the switch. Then us a sharp knife to cut a slot that us just big enough
for the slider on the switch. Lastly glue the switch in place. Be careful to not accidentally glue
any of the moving parts on the switch. I am using an automotive relay. These typically mount to
a special automotive relay socket. But you can also use individual gauge quick disconnect
connectors. First we need to connect the relay to the control circuit. Take two wires and strip
the insulation off of the ends. Solder one of the wires to the output of the control circuit and
solder the second wire to the ground negative terminal of the control circuit. On the other end of
the wires, crimp on the gauge connectors. Connect these to the terminals on the relay that are
attached to the relay's coil. Now you need to attach the device that you want the remote kill
switch to control. In this case that was a power wheels car. I cut one of the wires that goes from
the battery of the car to the power switch. Then I stripped the insulation off of the cut ends and
crimped on another set of connectors. I attached one of these connectors to the common
terminal on the relay and I attached the other connector to the "normally open" terminal on the
relay. With this setup, the battery of the car will be disconnected until our circuit activates the
relay. This way if the car goes outside the range of the remote, it will automatically turn itself off
once it stops receiving the signal from the transmitter. The last step is to mount all the parts to
the device that is being controlled. Fortunately, there was a lot of empty space in under the
hood of the power wheels car. So I attached all the components to the walls with duct tape. You
want to make sure that everything is secure so that the parts don't bang around when it starts
to move. Now you are ready to use your new remote cutoff switch. Turn on the transmitter and
the receiver. Then flip the switch on the transmitter to begin sending the control signal to the
receiver. The car should turn on. When you want to turn off the car, you can just turn off the
transmitter. The car will also turn off if it goes outside the range of the transmitter. Keep in mind
that this system is susceptible to various kinds of interference. You should not rely solely on
this system to keep you or anyone else safe. Even with this kill switch, You should still keep a
close eye on your kids and be prepared to run up and save them if they need it. If you don't
want to mess around with hacking and modifying a pair of walkie talkies, you can just buy a
commercially available remote controlled relay. I have used this one that I got from Fight Props
and it works pretty well. Because it works at a higher frequency than walkie talkies, it is less
prone to interference. The only down side is that the relay latches on and off. So you need to
manually turn it on and off. You can't rely on it automatically shutting off when it goes out of
range. Participated in the squeeze more awesome out of summer contest. Reply 6 years ago on
Introduction. There is a product Invisible Fence for dogs. I know of one father who used it in a
creative parenting way on his children to keep them in the yard. He is currently in jail for child
abuse. Nice build! It also had 2 separate relayed outputs so I used one button to activate a
buzzer so I could warn her she was heading where I didn't want and the other button to cut out
the motor. Rather than putting the relay on the high current motor circuit I put it on the throttle
circuit so that activating the cut out is the same as taking your foot full off the throttle. If you
break the high current motor circuit, any vehicles with this sort of braking will glide to a stop
slowly rather than braking to a halt quickly which is probably what you want when your child is
about to drive into a lake! Do you think you could include any more information about this
project? I've seen those modules, but haven't really experienced any simple applications that
didn't require an Arduino. Bonus points for making an Instructable on the radio communication
part! Was this Instructable inspired by this? Introduction: Remote Kill Switch. More by the
author:. About: My name is Jason Poel Smith. Here are the materials and tools that you will
need for this project. Materials: Radio transmitter and receiver such as a pair of walkie talkies
Automotive Relay OP AMP integrated circuit microfarad capacitor 1 kohm resistor 10 kohm
resistor 3. In this example, I am using a pair of spy gear walkie talkies. In most cases your
receiver will need to be modified a little bit. I also cut off the call button from the receiver
because it wouldn't be used. The control circuit is powered by a 12 volt battery pack.
Participated in the Tech Contest View Contest. Participated in the squeeze more awesome out
of summer contest View Contest. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Easy
Zoom Quit Button by randofo in Arduino. Light Up Clock 2. Mars Clock by prdassonville in
Clocks. Reply Upvote. I do have to say that this is a cool project, that I will probably end up
doing myself someday? Pothuset 6 years ago on Introduction. Foxtrot70 Pothuset Reply 6 years
ago on Introduction. You could also buy something like this that would work for a remote kill
switch. AngryRedhead 6 years ago on Introduction. Rafael MosMad 6 years ago on Introduction.
Constructed 6 years ago on Introduction. In this instance, my son has a small Power Wheels
car. I wanted to be able to turn the car off if he drives too far away, or in the wrong direction. So
I designed a simple remote kill switch, which lets me turn the car or anything else on and off

with a remote. As an extra safety feature, if the car goes outside the range of the remote, it will
automatically turn off. See the project on Instructables: instructables. The last step is to mount
all the parts to the device that is being controlled. Fortunately, there was a lot of empty space in
under the hood of the power wheels car. So I attached all the components to the walls with duct
tape. You want to make sure that everything is secure so that the parts don't bang around when
it starts to move. My name is Jason Poel Smith. I have worked in a variety of industries from
hydraulic aerial lifts to aircraft tooling. I currently spend most of my time chasing around my
new baby. It would also be a good idea to use a signal that carries a code, so that not just any
constant signal on the same frequency that stops by will stop the machine. A machine that
stops unexpectedly can also be dangerous. How hard would it be to hook a remote kill switch to
a portable generator, such as a honda eui? Our websites use cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the Make: ecosystem. Out of these cookies, some are
categorized as essential for the working of basic functionalities of our websites. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use our websites. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You have the option to opt-out of
these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Your choice here will be recorded for all the Make: Community Websites. Make:
Projects Remote Kill Switch. Share via. August 13, , pm PDT. Project Steps View All 1. Select a
Radio Transmitter and Receiver 2. Modify the Receiver 3. The Control Circuit 4. Create an
Adapter to Pow
2000 dodge durango v8 magnum
toyota hiace oil change
p0302 pt cruiser
er the Receiver optional 5. Add a Latching Switch to the Transmitter 6. Attach the Relay 7.
Mount All the Parts 8. Use Your Remote Cutoff Switch. Step 1: Select a Radio Transmitter and
Receiver. Next Prev. Step 2: Modify the Receiver. Step 3: The Control Circuit. Step 4: Create an
Adapter to Power the Receiver optional. Step 5: Add a Latching Switch to the Transmitter. Step
6: Attach the Relay. Step 7: Mount All the Parts. Apart from that, great tutorial! Jimmy on
February 3rd, at am said:. Hello Jason, How hard would it be to hook a remote kill switch to a
portable generator, such as a honda eui? Thanks in advance, Jimmy. Special Pinterest-only
offer! We use cookies to optimally design and continuously improve our websites for you, as
well as to display news, articles and advertisements in line with your interests. We'll assume
you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Allow Non-Necessary Cookies. Send this to
a friend. Send Cancel. Thanks for signing up. Please try again.

